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Toward a Novel Robotic Manta With
Unique Pectoral Fins
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Abstract—This article proposes the mechanical design and
dynamic model of an innovative manta-inspired robot system
for both efficient fast swimming and high spatial maneuverability. Inspired by some biological studies, a pair of unique
pectoral fins with six separate degrees of freedoms (DOFs) are
developed. The novel design is characterized by an improved
crank-rocker mechanism and a distinctive horizontal DOF. The
former not only endows the robot with high swimming speed,
but also guarantees efficient flapping patterns which are close to
manta rays. The latter is employed to coordinate with the flapping movement, allowing remarkable pitch adjustment. Further,
the basic motion strategy is presented by detailed analyses to
the pectoral fins. Besides, based on the Morrison equation and
infinitesimal method, a complete dynamic model for robotic
manta with flexible pectoral fins is established, whose parameters
are determined through experimental data. Moreover, the linear
swimming and pitching experiments are conducted, demonstrating the prominent movement performance of the presented design
and the effectiveness of the dynamic model. The obtained results
shed light on updated design and control of next-generation agile
underwater vehicles and robots capable of multimodal motions
in dynamic and complex aquatic environments.
Index Terms—Dynamic model, pectoral fins, robotic manta,
spatial maneuverability, underwater robotics.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ITH millions of years’ nature selection, fish has
evolved almost perfect movement systems with high
stability, low noise, superb maneuverability, and striking
high efficiency up to 90% [1]. Over the last two decades,
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these remarkable characteristics have attracted much attention of researchers from both industry and academia, and
given birth to a considerable number of bionic underwater
robots, which cover wide applications, such as marine exploration, military surveillance, underwater rescue, and biology
investigation [2]–[6]. In particular, compared with the traditional underwater vehicles driven by the propeller, bionic
robotic fish exhibits superior adaptability in complex and
dynamic underwater environments, and has gradually become
an ideal platform for some special operations and potential
researches [7]–[11].
Although fish have great differences in shape, size, and
movement ability, they can be generally divided into two categories according to the swimming mode. Fish utilizing body
and/or caudal fin (BCF) mode usually possess narrow and
flexible body, on which they depend to generate strong propulsion for high swimming speed. By contrast, those who adopt
median and/or paired fin (MPF) mode are distinguished by the
flapping of their broad pectoral fins, which guarantee excellent
swimming stability [12]. The manta ray, characterized by its
relatively rigid dorsoventrally compressed body and expanded
pectoral fins, is typical of MPF mode [13]. With the powerful flapping of huge fins, they can forage at a speed of
0.25–0.47 m/s. In addition, the wing-like fins endow the manta
ray with bird-like high maneuverability as well as remarkable
gliding performance [14].
Studies on robotic manta have been conducted for many
years. Mechanical design of the pectoral fin is the core to a
high-performance robotic manta. As early as 2002, researchers
at University of British Columbia (UBC) built a two dimensional (2-D) pectoral fin with shape memory alloys (SMAs)
rods skeleton, to explore the applications of oscillatory locomotion [15]. Subsequently, a variety of robotic manta emerge
endlessly, with different emphases on the functional imitation
and morphological restitution. The highly functional pectoral
fins are characterized by simple structure with less degrees
of freedoms (DOFs), and they are mostly driven by motors
and constructed with rigid skeleton, such as Robo-ray I–III
developed by Beihang University [16]–[18]. The simplification
of biological structure contributes to acquiring high swimming
speed, but deviates from natural motion patterns which are
crucial to the high efficiency [19], [20]. The others focusing
on the morphological identity usually employ flexible actuators to generate realistic travelling waves present in natural
fins. For example, the Aqua Ray, propelled by fluidic muscles,
is highly similar to manta rays in both its body shape and
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motion patterns [21]. However, the lack of propulsion associated with the flexible actuators limits its speed. Therefore, it
is necessary to develop a robotic manta to balance the function and morphology of pectoral fins. Besides, most designs
of pectoral fins concern only with the generation of the forward propulsion, and little has been known about how to
apply powerful fins to adjust pitch attitude. Note that the
existing pitch adjustment methods for robotic manta can be
generally divided into two categories. One is to utilize a buoyancy mechanism, but it takes up a lot of internal space and
is easily limited by the depth of the underwater environment [22]. The other is to adjust the angle of the tail fin,
but the produced pitch torque is limited by the size [23].
For these reasons, it is worthwhile to explore how to use
the broad and powerful pectoral fins to achieve fast and efficient pitch attitude adjustment as well as improving the spatial
maneuverability.
Accounting for the above problems, the objective of this
article is to create a robotic manta capable of efficient fast
swimming and high maneuverability in three-dimensional
(3-D) space. First, based on the improved crank-rocker mechanism, a novel robotic manta with flexible pectoral fins is
constructed. Specifically, a traveling wave along the stream
wise chord of pectoral fins, coupled with a vertical wave
along the wingspan from the baseline of the body are achieved
in the unique pectoral fin. The new design not only follows the motion pattern of two waves in natural pectoral
fins, but also reaches a swimming speed up to 0.42 m/s
(about 1.07 BL/s, BL for the body length). Second, to our
best knowledge, a horizontal DOF is first utilized in pectoral fins to realize fast pitch adjustment of the robotic manta.
Through the time-coupled coordination between two orthogonal directions, the proposed robotic manta can easily realize
pitch-fixed swimming and fast forward rolls, which provides valuable insight into multimodal motions of underwater
robots.
Another contribution of this article is the dynamic modeling
of robotic manta with flexible pectoral fins. It is known that
reasonable dynamic modeling is beneficial in understanding
the motion mechanism of robots as well as offering guidance
to control methods [24], [25]. Notice that there are various
dynamic models of robotic fish with BCF mode [26], [27],
but few for those with MPF mode especially for robotic
manta. In this article, based on the Morrison equation and the
infinitesimal analysis for the flexible fin, the dynamic model
of robotic manta is established. By means of computational
fluid dynamics (CFDs) simulations and swimming experiments, parameters of the model are identified. The overall
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the presented model,
of which the framework can be applied to other flexible driving
systems.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section II describes the prototype of robotic
manta. The dynamic model is presented in Section III.
Simulation and detailed experimental analysis are offered in
Section IV. Finally, the conclusion and future work are given
in Section V.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. Mechanical configuration of the robotic manta. (a) Conceptual design.
(b) Robotic prototype.

II. M ECHATRONIC D ESIGN OF THE ROBOTIC M ANTA
A. Overview of the Prototype
To replicate efficient and flexible swimming mode of manta
rays, a robotic manta equipped with a pair of distinctive
pectoral fins is constructed, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The robotic
manta is designed with a streamlined profile, and can be
divided into four main parts: 1) a head cabinet containing a
buoyancy mechanism; 2) a central cabinet with core electrical
components; 3) a tail fin for auxiliary adjustment; and 4) a
pair of pectoral fins providing the main thrust.
Among them, the buoyancy mechanism employs two independent water reservoirs actuated by digital servos (B1 and
B2 ). They are arranged in a symmetric layout for multimodal
gliding movement. The spacious center cabinet not only
ensures the installation space of internal components, but also
provides an additional load capacity of 420 g. The power
system consists of eight lithium batteries, providing the robot
with long endurance. An embedded processor powered by RTThread system is adopted as main controller. Considering the
attenuation of short-wave signals in underwater environment,
a radio-frequency (RF) module is installed as communication
unit. In addition, the central cabinet contains various sensors for environment perception. The inertial measurement unit
(IMU) used for 3-D attitude measurement is arranged in the
symmetrical plane of the robotic manta. The temperature sensor attached to the IMU serves for the internal overheating
alarming. The pressure sensor is placed at end of the central cabinet where the water flows gently to accurately detect
the depth change. Another temperature sensor attached with
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Fig. 3.
Propulsive waves generation on pectoral fins. (a) Biological
reference [29]. (b) Mechanical realization.

Fig. 2.

Electrical system framework of the developed robotic manta.

(a)

TABLE I
M AIN T ECHNICAL S PECIFICATION OF THE ROBOTIC M ANTA

(b)
Fig. 4. Comparison of two kinds of pectoral fin mechanisms. (a) Proposed
crank-rocker mechanism. (b) Conventional multilink mechanism.

the pressure sensor is used to obtain the ambient temperature. The tail fin driven by a single servo (T) performs a
vertical rotation. The pectoral fin is composed of rigid skeletons attached with a latex film. Its specific dimensions are
shown in Fig. 1(b). The rigid skeletons are made of aluminum
alloy, which ensures the stiffness and lightweighness. The latex
film possesses both appropriate elasticity and tensile elongation, which is beneficial to the generation of stable propulsive
waves. Moreover, four sets of motors and encoders (L1 and
L2 for the left side, R1 and R2 for the right side) cooperate
to realize position control of the fin ray. The corresponding
proportion-integral-differential (PID) controllers are utilized to
realize the closed-loop control. Meanwhile, two servos (P1 and
P2 ) are utilized to drag the whole fin to rotate in the horizontal plane on both sides, respectively. Fig. 2 illustrates the
framework of the electrical system, and the specific technical parameters are tabulated in Table I. It is worth noting that
the robot is designed with almost complete symmetry, which
provides better stability in complex motion. The head of the
prototype is marked in red for position measurement, and all
external electrical units are waterproofing.
B. Construction of the Novel Pectoral Fin
Pectoral fins are pivotal to manta ray’s efficient swimming,
and also the basis of constructing a robotic manta. Biologists

have identified that the complex deformation of the pectoral
fins due to flapping can be decomposed into waves I and II
vertical to each other, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Wave I moves
from baseline of the body to the end of the fin, while wave II
is produced along the stream. With coordination of the two
waves, manta rays are capable of efficient cruising [28], [29].
Inspired by above studies, a unique pectoral fin with three
DOFs is conceived. As shown in Fig. 1(a), two groups of
improved crank-rocker mechanisms (G1 and G2 ) with dependent actuators are mounted on a rigid holder in parallel, and
each of them performs two-stage oscillations. At the same
time, a wide latex film is attached to the four supporting rods
(f1 , i1 , f2 , and i2 ) and moves with them. Fig. 4(a) illustrates the
motion schematic. As the driving end, b is directly connected
with the motor which rotates counterclockwise at a constant
speed ωb . Two supporting ends f and i will swing around the
hinge points. The above motion can be formulated as follows:



θbias,s − θr,1 (t) + θr,2 (t), θb (t) ≤ π
θs (t) =
(1)
θbias,s − θr,1 (t) − θr,2 (t) , θb (t) > π
(2)
θl (t) = θbias,l − θr,3 (t)
where θs (t), θl (t), and t represent the angle between f and
the horizontal line, the angle between i and f , and the time,
respectively. θbias,s and θbias,l are the bias angles determined
by the installment position. θr,1 (t), θr,2 (t), θr,3 (t), and θb (t) are
the angles between other rods. In particular, the relationship
between these angles can be easily acquired by trigonometric.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Vertical forces produced by the pectoral fins. (a) Symmetric flapping.
(b) Asymmetric flapping.

Fig. 5. Normalized vertical displacement of the four key points in G1 and G2 .

Fig. 4(b) shows the conventional multilink mechanism
which is frequently adopted in robotic manta [30], [31]. By
comparison, the proposed crank-rocker mechanism is superior
in following aspects.
1) Compared with the conventional structure driven by
multiple motors, the new design uses only one motor
to realize two-stage oscillations, which ensures the
lightweight of the pectoral fin.
2) The improved crank-rocker mechanism realizes reciprocating motion without reversing the motor, which greatly
reduces the energy loss of the frequent reversing as in
the conventional design.
3) Complicated central pattern generator (CPG) controllers
are necessary to the coordinated movement of the
multiple links, while the new design only requires
uniform speed control of the single motor.
The motion of the two supporting ends (f and i) is closely
related to the rod length of the crank-rocker mechanism. It
is worth noting that the flapping of manta rays’ pectoral fins
does not follow the standard sine law but has certain asymmetry: the time ratio of the upstroke and downstroke is about
0.6:0.4 [14]. Accordingly, the detailed length of the rods is
determined and tabulated in Table II. Furthermore, the normalized vertical displacement of the ends in four supporting
rods are calculated on the basis of θs (t) and θl (t), as shown in
Fig. 5. As can be seen, the red solid line indicates the normalized displacement of point B. Its peak point divides the whole
period into two parts: 1) the upstroke and 2) downstroke. The
ratio of them is 0.6:0.4, consistent with the biological reference. It should be noted that two driving rods share the same
angular velocity ωb in G1 and G2 . As can be seen, all the
points follow the sine-like law and keep relatively stable phase
difference. On the one hand, points B and D lag behind points
A and C with a constant phase angle σ (72◦ ), which generates
wave I. On the other hand, when the driving rod of G1 leads
G2 with an adjustable phase β, the points in G1 generally
lead the corresponding ones in G2 . Then, wave II is realized. The generation process of the above two waves is shown
in Fig. 3(b).
However, the real motion of natural pectoral fins is far
more complex [19]. Note that the powerful flapping not only

generates forward thrust, but also interacts with the stream
in vertical direction. As shown in Fig. 6, the vertical forces
Fup and Fdown approximately cancel each other out when the
pectoral fins move little in horizontal direction during a single period, retaining a stable attitude. By contrast, a torque
arises as the pectoral fins move asymmetrically, and the pitch
attitude will be changed. Therefore, a special DOF propelled
by a servo is added to both sides to drive the pectoral fins
rotate in the horizontal plane with the angle ψl and ψr as
shown in Fig. 7(c). A compound motion will be obtained to
mimic the asymmetric flapping and explore the rapid pitch
adjustment.
C. Basic Motion Strategy
Equipped with the highly flexible pectoral fins, the robotic
manta is endowed with various motion forms, three of which
are specifically studied for basic movements, as shown in
Fig. 7. For a clear description, some motion parameters are
defined. ωb,l and ωb,r represent the angular velocity of the
driving rod b on both sides, respectively. βl and βr indicate
the phase difference with which G1 leads G2 on both sides,
respectively. Thus, the rotation angles of four driving rods can
be formulated as
⎧
θl,1 = ωb,l t + βl
⎪
⎪
⎨
θl,2 = ωb,l t
(3)
θr,1 = ωb,r t + βr
⎪
⎪
⎩
θr,2 = ωb,r t.
Linear forward mode is most commonly adopted in underwater vehicles [26]. When the pectoral fins move symmetrically (ωb,l = ωb,r , βl = βr ) and the horizontal DOF is fixed
on the middle position (ψl = ψr = 0◦ ), all forces except those
in forward direction approximately cancel each out, and the
thrust along the stream direction will push the robotic manta
straightly forward.
Maneuverability is crucial for manta rays in dynamic underwater environment [32], and the robotic manta can also realize
flexible turning via the asymmetric movements of the pectoral
fins on both sides. Either unequal flapping frequency or phase
difference can break the balance of forces on two sides, thus
a horizontal torque will be generated. Specifically, the pivot
turning can be achieved when the phase difference of two fins
is completely opposite (βl = −βr ).
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The following notation convention will be utilized throughout mathematical expressions. i Rj and i Pj represent the rotation matrix and position matrix of Cj w.r.t. Ci , respectively,
(i, j ∈ {w, b, l, c, d}). The left superscript of a vector indicates
the projection frame. The unitization of a vector is signed as
a hat over it. For instance, â denotes the unit vector of a.

Fig. 7. Realization of the basic motion. (a) Linear forward. (b) Pivot turning.
(c) Rapid pitch.

B. Kinematic Analysis
The attitude of the robotic manta is parameterized by the
Euler angles, including roll φ, pitch θ , and yaw ψ. The transformation from body-fixed frame to the inertia frame can be
calculated as follows:
⎡
⎤
cθ cψ sφsθ cψ − cφsψ cφsθ cψ + sφsψ
w
Rb = ⎣cθ sψ sφsθ sψ + cφcψ cφsθ cψ − sφcψ ⎦ (5)
−sθ
sφcθ
cφcθ
where s and c are the abbreviations of sin(.) and cos(.),
respectively.
According to the stiffness, the robotic manta can be generally divided into two parts: 1) the rigid body and 2) the
flexible pectoral fins. For the rigid body, the kinematics is
given as follows:
Vb = w Rb Vb
w
w
b = Rb b
w

Fig. 8.

Coordinate frames of the robotic manta.

Vl = l Rb Vb +
Pitch attitude adjustment is indispensable to the spatial
movement of the robotic manta. In this article, the sine law is
employed to drive the horizontal DOFs on both sides to cooperate with the flapping movement, realizing pitch adjustment
and following the formulation as:

ψl = ψm sin(2π ft + ψb )
(4)
ψr = −ψm sin(2π ft + ψb )
where f , ψm , and ψb indicate the angular frequency, the
amplitude, and the bias angle, respectively.
III. DYNAMIC M ODELING
A. Coordinate Frames and Notation
The coordinate frames following the right-hand rule are
illustrated in Fig. 8. The robotic manta is simplified as a
series of links and joints, of which only the supporting rods
of the pectoral fins are shown. The inertia frame is denoted as
Cw = ow xw yw zw with the plane ow xw yw attached to the water
surface. The body frame Cb = ob xb yb zb is fixed on the center
of mass (C. M.) of the robotic manta and overlapped with the
Cw at the initial state. Since the pectoral fins on both sides are
completed symmetric, only the left one is demonstrated. The
fin-fixed frame is defined as Cl = ol xl yl zl with ol xl yl parallel
to ob xb yb , and the angle between ol xl and ob xb is denoted as
θ1 . The frames Cc = oc xc yc zc and Cd = od xd yd zd are fixed
on the left ends of the rod f and i, respectively, with oc xc and
od xd along the direction of corresponding rods. The planes
oc xc zc and od xd zd are parallel to the plane ol xl zl . θ2 and θ3
represent angles of oc xc with respect to (w.r.t.) ol xl , od xd w.r.t.
oc xc , respectively.

l

= l Rb

b

b
b × Pl



+ θ̇1 l z

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

where Vb , b , Vl , and l represent the linear velocity and
angular velocity of the origin ob and ol in their corresponding
frames, respectively. l z = (0, 0, 1)T denotes the unit vector
in Cl .
Note that the flexible films of the pectoral fins are attached
to several supporting rods, and have complex interaction with
the stream. The deformation of the films is inevitable and difficult to be calculated accurately. It is a result of active and
passive forces together. Therefore, some assumptions of its
motion are made as follows.
1) Between G1 and G2 , there exist numerous imaginary rod
groups parallel to each other and have the same structure
with G1 and G2 .
2) The length of the short supporting rods f in imaginary
rods groups are identical to the real ones, and the length
of their long supporting rods i are determined by the
edge of the film.
3) The phase difference βl is equally distributed on the
imaginary rod groups.
4) The flexible films are composed of infinitesimal elements which adhere to all supporting rods and move
with them.
Therefore, in the range of span W along the direction of
ol yl , the angles, the rotation matrixes, the position matrixes,
and the coordinate frames can be expanded to θ2 (s), θ3 (s),
l R (s), c R (s), c R (s), d R (s), l P (s), C (s), and C (s), where
c
l
d
c
c
c
d
s ∈ [0, W] denotes the vertical distance from the G1 to
other rod groups. Referring to (1) and (2), θ2 (s) and θ3 (s)
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s, and can be easily acquired with I1 and I2


z1 (s) − Zbs T
x1 (s) − Xbs
, 0,
P1 (s) =
2
2


z2 (s) − z1 (s) T
x2 (s) − x1 (s)
, 0,
P2 (s) =
.
2
2

(20)
(21)

C. Hydrodynamic Analysis of Pectoral Fins

Fig. 9.

Structure diagram and notations of the left pectoral fin.

are formulated as



βl
s
×
θ2 (s) = θs ωb,l , t −
W
ωb,l


s
βl
.
×
θ3 (s) = θl ωb,l , t −
W
ωb,l

(10)
(11)

Here, all the rotation matrixes can be easily calculated with
θ2 (s) and θ3 (s). Besides, the ends of supporting rods form
three space curves I0 , I1 , and I2 as shown in Fig. 9. I1 and I2
are expressed in frame Cl with parametric equations as
⎧
⎨ x1 (s) = Xbs + l1 (s) cos θ2 (s)
y1 (s) = Ybs − s
(12)
⎩
z1 (s) = Zbs − l1 (s) sin θ2 (s)
⎧
⎨ x2 (s) = x1 (s) + l2 (s) cos(θ2 (s) + θ3 (s))
y2 (s) = y1 (s)
(13)
⎩
z2 (s) = z1 (s) − l2 (s) sin(θ2 (s) + θ3 (s))
where the position of the origin oc is denoted as
= L1 and l2 (s) = L2 − ks2 represent
the length of the short supporting rod f and the long supporting rod i, respectively. L1 , L2 , and k are constants. Hence, the
motion of the origin oc and od is given as

Vc (s) = c Rl (s) Vl + l × l Pc (s)
(14)
l (X , Y , Z )T . l (s)
bs bs bs
1

c
l + θ̇2 (s) y


Vd (s) = Rc (s) Vc (s) + c (s) × c Pd
c (s)

= c Rl (s)
d

d (s)

= d Rc (s)

d
c (s) + θ̇3 (s) y

(15)
(16)
(17)

where Vc , c , Vd , and d represent the linear velocity and
angular velocity of the origin oc and od in their corresponding frames, respectively. c y = (0, 1, 0)T and d y = (0, 1, 0)T
denotes the unit vectors. Moreover, the velocity of the middle
point of the supporting rods can be expressed as

The main thrust of the robotic manta comes from the
interaction between the pectoral fins and the surrounding
liquid. The liquid is assumed to be irrotational and incompressible to avoid complicate calculation in this article. According
to the Morrison equation, the hydrodynamic forces are composed of the added mass force and the drag force. The drag
force can be further divided into the tangential force and the
normal force [33]. Since the flexible film is lightweight and
the liquid is inviscid, only the normal force is considered in
the hydrodynamic model. As shown in Fig. 9, the film is
divided into two parts by I1 and the hydrodynamic force can
be formulated as
1
dFi (s) = − ρCn,i Vn,Pi (s)Vn,Pi (s)dSi (s)
(22)
2
where dFi (s), Cn,i , Vn,Pi (s), and dSi (s) represent the hydrodynamic force, the hydrodynamic coefficient, the normal
velocity, and the area of the infinitesimal element in each
part (i = 1, 2), respectively. ρ is the density of liquid.
Considering the impact of the projection, the area is denoted as
dSi (s) = li (s)ds/ cos γi (s) where cos γi (s) indicates the direction cosine of the corresponding infinitesimal element. Since
each infinitesimal element is irregular space surface, of which
the normal velocity Vn,Pi (s) and normal vector ni (s) can be
estimated as follows:

Vn,Pi (s) = Cp,i l VPi (s)n̂i (s)n̂i (s)

(23)
ni (s) = Pi (s) × CR,i R̂i (s) + CE,i Êi (s)
where Cp,i is used to measure the contribution of the velocity
in different directions. Ri (s) and Ei (s) are the tangent
of I0 , I1 , and I2 . CR,i and CE,i are utilized to estimate the
proportion of Ri (s) and Ei (s).
Consequently, the hydrodynamic force FL and moment ML
exerted on the left pectoral fins w.r.t. the C. M. of the robotic
manta in Cb are expressed as
⎧

W
⎨ FL = b Rl 2
dF
(s)
i
i=1 0

(24)
2  W
⎩ ML = b Rl
i=1 0 (Qi (s) × dFi (s))
l V (s)
Pi

where Qi (s) denotes the arm of hydrodynamic force in Cl .
Besides, the hydrodynamic force FR and moment MR of the
right pectoral fins can be easily obtained by the symmetry
principle.

l

VP1 (s) = l Vc (s) + l

c (s) × P1 (s)

(18)

D. Model Formulation

l

VP2 (s) = l Vd (s) + l

d (s) × P2 (s)

(19)

Except for the pectoral fins, the other parts of the robotic
manta can be regarded as a rigid body, of which the hydrodynamic forces mainly arise from the lift and drag of the ambient
fluid [27]. Since the angle of attack of the body is minor in

where P1 (s) and P2 (s) represent the radius vectors from the
start point to the middle point of the supporting rod at position
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stable swimming, the lift can be neglected and the effect of
the drag is formulated as

FB = − 12 ρVb 2 SB CB V̂b
(25)
MB = −CM b
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE M ECHANISM AND THE M ODEL S IMULATION

where CB and CM denote the hydrodynamic coefficient of the
drag and the drag moment of the body, respectively. SB =
V̂Tb AV̂b represents the effect of the cross section area A in three
vertical directions. Considering that the mass of the pectoral fin
accounts for a small proportion in the whole body, the C. M.
and the center of buoyancy (C. B.) of the robotic manta are
assumed stationary. Then, the gravity is expressed as Fg =
mb Rw gw z where m is the total mass of the robotic manta.
Besides, the robotic manta is designed with neutral buoyancy
(Fb = −Fg ) of which the arm rb w.r.t. the C. M. is along the
axis ob zb . Then, the moment of buoyancy takes the form
Mg = rb × Fb = mb Rw gw z × rb .

(26)

According to the Newton-Euler equation, the dynamics of
the body are expressed as

  
  
F
mI 0 V̇b
b × mVb
+
(27)
=
M
0 J ˙b
b×J b
where F and M represent the external force and the moment
w.r.t. the C. M. of the robotic manta, respectively. I indicates
the identity matrix. J = diag(Jx , Jy , Jz ) denotes the inertia
matrix. Eventually, the dynamic model of the robotic manta
can be formulated as
FL + FR + FB + Fg + Fb − b × mVb
(28)
V̇b =
m


˙ b = J −1 ML + MR + MB + Mg − b × J b . (29)
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND A NALYSIS
For the purpose of validating the dynamic model and the
practical motion ability of the developed robotic manta, a
series of aquatic experiments was conducted in a trial pool
(L × W × D = 5 m × 4 m × 1.5 m). All simulations were
carried out in MATLAB.

Fig. 10. Simulation and experimental velocities when the robotic manta is
forward swimming (fl = fr = 0.8 Hz, βl = βr = 60◦ ).

B. Analysis of Linear Swimming Velocity
A. Model Parameter Determination
The constant parameters of the dynamic model can be generally divided into three parts: 1) structure parameters of the
robotic manta; 2) hydrodynamic coefficients; and 3) some
introduced coefficients. Since the 3-D model of the robotic
manta is designed with real attribute in SolidWorks, all
structure parameters can be easily acquired. Hydrodynamic
coefficients of the rigid part are directly calculated by CFD
simulation (CFD environment: SolidWorks flow simulation).
Since the flexible characteristic of the pectoral fins, their
hydrodynamic coefficients Cn,i (i = 1, 2) are difficult to be
obtained with simulation. Besides, the introduced coefficients,
including Cp,i , CE,i , and CR,i (i = 1, 2) are tough to be determined with analytic methods. Thus, the motion data of linear
swimming experiment are utilized to identify the above eight
parameters. The least square method is employed to determine
the optimal solution. Similar methods have been widely used
in parameter determination [27], [34], [35], which will not be
described here. Table II lists the detailed values.

The first experiment focuses on the linear swimming
performance of the robotic manta. Initially, the robot was set to
zero velocity and submerged slightly at a fixed position. Then
the pectoral fins on both sides were given identical phase difference and angular velocity (βl = βr , ωb,l = ωb,r ). In the
meantime, a global camera mounted directly above the pool
was employed to record the planimetric position of the robotic
manta. Note that the frequency are used to describe the flapping speed instead of the angular velocity (fl = ωb,l /2π ,
fr = ωb,r /2π ). Fig. 10 shows the change of linear swimming
velocity in the first 10 s (fl = fr = 0.8 Hz, βl = βr = 60◦ ). As
can be seen, the velocity rises rapidly then fluctuates around
a stable value in both simulated and experimental curves. The
fluctuation is periodic, and it is a result of the inhomogeneous
distribution of the propulsive forces in each cycle. Specifically,
at a certain moment, the number of propulsive waves present
at the fin surface is less than 0.5, which results in the periodic
fluctuation of the propulsive forces. It is remarkable that the
two curves share the same fluctuation cycle which is equal
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Fig. 11. Simulation and experimental results of linear forward swimming in
different conditions (the dotted lines represent the simulation results).

to the flapping cycle, and the stable values which are calculated with the last three cycles are approximate. The obtained
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the dynamic model.
Further experiments were performed with a changed flapping frequency from 0.6 to 1.0 Hz, and a changed phase
difference from 15◦ to 90◦ . Every experiment shows similar
fluctuation characteristics as in Fig. 10, and their stable swimming velocities are calculated by the same method. As shown
in Fig. 11, the stable swimming velocity reaches maximum at
an intermediate phase difference in each group with the identical frequency. This is because that a smaller phase difference
compels the flapping forces to exert mainly on the vertical
direction, while a larger phase difference reduces the overall
flapping forces. In both cases, forward propulsion will be lost.
Specifically, the globally maximum stable velocity that reaches
0.37 m/s (about 0.97 BL/s) is obtained at fl = fr = 1.0 Hz
and βl = βr = 45◦ . The maximum instantaneous speed
is up to 0.42 m/s (about 1.07 BL/s). Besides, the velocity
increases obviously with the flapping frequency in equal difference phases. The plotted experimental curves are generally
close to the simulation curves in trend and numerical value as
β > 15◦ . When β ≤ 15◦ , the flexible pectoral fins maintain
a relatively loose state, and its deformation deviates from the
assumptions of dynamic model, which affects the accuracy.
C. Spatial Maneuverability Exploration
A unique property of the proposed robotic manta is its high
maneuverability in 3-D space. A series of turning experiments
was performed under different conditions. The maximum
angular velocity can reach 68.9◦ /s (fl = fr = 1.0 Hz,
βl = −βr = 60◦ ), which validates its yawing performance.
The focus of this part is the pitching maneuverability which
is rarely explored.
The initial condition is identical to the linear velocity experiment except for the activation of the horizontal DOFs. The
motion parameters of vertical flapping are set to fl = fr =
0.8 Hz, βl = βr = 60◦ . The amplitude ψm of the horizontal swing is fixed at 40◦ . Fig. 12 shows the change of pitch
angle in first 13 s. In the beginning, the bias angle ψb is set

Fig. 12.

Process of pitch adjustment (from ψb = 280◦ to ψb = 80◦ ).

Fig. 13. Time-coupled coordination between the vertical flapping and the
horizontal swing in the pitch movement.

to 280◦ and the pitch angle gradually reaches a stable value
where the robot keep diving. Then, the ψb is switch to 80◦ and
the pitch angle quickly jumps to another stable value in the
opposite direction. In a word, the robot can acquire different
stable pitch angle when the bias angle ψb is set to different
value. Note that the pitch angles fluctuate around the stable
values. It is a result of the inhomogeneous distribution of overturning moment in each cycle, which mainly comes from the
periodicity of the horizontal swing.
The coordination between the vertical flapping and the horizontal swing plays a significant part in the pitching movement.
Fig. 13 describes the time-coupled relationship. The black dotted line indicates the normalized displacement of point B in
the vertical direction. Its peak point divides the whole period
into two parts: 1) the upstroke and 2) downstroke. The red
line indicates the normalized displacement of the horizontal
motion corresponding to the diving process in Fig. 12. As
can be seen, ta,c > t0,a + tc,d . It means that, in the upstroke,
the pectoral fins moves mainly on the front half of the body
(positive half of the coordinate region). Therefore, the reacting
force Fp due to the vertical flapping is mainly exerted on the
front half of the body. Then an overturning moment Mp that
compels the robot to dive is generated, as shown in Fig. 14(a).
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(a)
Fig. 16. Snapshots of the robotic manta during the rapid pitching process
(phase I: ψb = 260◦ , phase II: ψb = 80◦ , and phase III: ψb = 260◦ ).
TABLE III
C OMPARISON OF E XISTING ROBOTIC M ANTA

(b)
Fig. 14.
Force analysis of pitching maintenance. (a) Diving process.
(b) Ascent process.

Fig. 15.
Experimental results of the stable pitching value in different
conditions.

In the downstroke, the displacement is always less than zero.
Therefore, the reacting force Fp is entirely exerted on the back
half of the body (negative half of the coordinate region) and
the direction of Mp remains unchanged. As a result, the robot
maintains a stable diving posture under resultant moments. It
is the opposite case of blue line corresponding to the ascent
process in Fig. 14(b).
Moreover, the stability test was conducted, which indicates
that the pitch angle is insensitive to initial state of the fins.
Further experiments were carried out with a varying flapping frequency from 0.6 to 1.0 Hz, and a changed bias angle
from 0◦ to 340◦ . The change of bias angle compels the
action point of Fp to move horizontally on the robot, and
new balance between overturning moments in the upstroke
and downstoke is obtained, with a corresponding stable pitch
angle. As shown in Fig. 15, the change of the stable pitch
angle has good continuity at the same frequency, and exhibits

significant gain when the frequency increases. Specifically, as
ψb is set between 240◦ and 260◦ at 1.0 Hz, the pitch angle
exceeds 90◦ and the robotic manta will perform a smooth forward roll. Fig. 16 demonstrates the rapid pitch performance
of the robotic manta. The motion parameters of vertical flapping are set to fl = fr = 1.0 Hz, βl = βr = 60◦ . As the
bias angle ψb varies between 260◦ and 80◦ in three phases,
the robot switches freely between diving and ascent. In particular, the maximum angular velocity can reach 72.3◦ /s in
the forward roll process of phase III. The minimum pitch
radius is only 205 mm (0.54 BL). Besides, the variation of
the bias angle is evenly distributed over several control cycles
for a smooth transition. The above results suggest that the
time-coupled coordination between two orthogonal directions
endows the robotic manta with superior pitch ability.
D. Discussion
Table III tabulates some metrics of the existing robotic
manta and the proposed one. In general, equipped with novel
pectoral fins, the proposed robotic manta possesses remarkable comprehensive movement performance. First, in view of
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the linear swimming ability, the robot obtains a higher velocity than those with multiple DOFs [23], [36], [37]. Thanks
to the parallel crank-rocker mechanism, the motion pattern
of the robotic manta is closer to the manta rays than those
with simplified functional pectoral fins [18], [38]. Second,
the unique horizontal DOF has greatly improved the spatial
maneuverability of the robotic manta. With a maximum yawing angular velocity of 68.9◦ /s and prominent pitch ability, the
robotic manta is excepted to achieve more flexible movement
in 3-D space. In addition, a complete hydrodynamic model of
robotic manta is presented in this article. Compared with other
highly simplified ones, the proposed model accurately reflects
the linear swimming velocity in different conditions [23], [39].
As can be seen in Fig. 11, the linear swimming velocity
is expected to reach a higher value with a higher flapping
frequency (over 1.0 Hz) which are not examined in this article. It is limited by the power of driving motors. Besides, as
the flapping frequency is lower than 0.6 Hz, the experiment
results are increasingly disturbed by the ripples of the pool
and present strong irregularity, which are not shown in this
article. As shown in Figs. 12 and 15, the stable pitch angles
are asymmetric under different bias angles at same frequency.
Note that Fig. 12 is a special case of Fig. 15. In general, the
asymmetry is a result of the asymmetric fin shape and strokes
together. The convergent fin surface as well as the time ratio
(0.6:0.4) of the upstroke and downstroke is consistent with the
biological reference but causes the asymmetry, which should
be traded off for a better attitude control of the robot. Owing
to the simplification of uncertain deformation of the pectorals
fins, the dynamic model needs to be improved to fully describe
3-D movements of the robotic manta.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this article, we have proposed a novel manta-inspired
robot system with the unique pectoral fins to realize remarkable locomotion ability. First, an improved crank-rocker mechanism is employed to acquire two propulsive waves of the
pectoral fins, which closely mimics the motion patterns of
manta rays and also generates powerful thrust for fast swimming. Inspired by the asymmetric movement of the natural
pectoral fins, a distinctive horizontal DOF is added to coordinate with the flapping, realizing prominent pitch performance
and offering a potential method to complex underwater missions. Second, based on the Morrison equation, we have
proposed a complete dynamic model, which makes it convenient and feasible to accurately describe the linear swimming
of the robotic manta with flexible pectoral fins, and provides an insight for the modeling of future flexible actuators.
Third, we have conducted a series of experiment analyses, which verifies the comprehensive movement performance
and the effectiveness of the dynamic model. The obtained
results contribute to innovative research and development of
next-generation agile underwater vehicles and robots capable of multimodal motions in dynamic and complex aquatic
environments.
The ongoing and future work will concentrate on the 3-D
path planning. In addition, the multisensor system will be

exploited to enhance the practicability of the robotic manta
in performing real-world underwater tasks flexibly.
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